Cornell SAVMA Retail Sizing Statement

Cornell SAVMA Retail does not support the use of gendered clothing labels.

Given that online sales make it impossible for customers to see and/or try on the apparel to ensure their perfect fit, size charts have been provided for every clothing item. Additionally, our website utilizes the following "style" terms as necessary:

- "More Fitted" - to describe clothes typically marketed towards women that are cut to fit the body more
- "Less Fitted" - to describe clothes typically marketed towards men that are cut to fit the body less snug

*If “style” is not specified as a product option or at the top of the sizing chart, assume unisex sizing.*

To be clear, we believe that everyone should be allowed to purchase and wear whatever they want! If you have any questions about the clothing, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us via email at cornellsavmaretail@gmail.com!